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1. Search. (20 points) Consider a search tree with uniform branching factor 2 and.depth 
d, and consider a search problem for which there is a single solution in the tree at depth. 
Give expressions for the best and worst case cost of finding the solution, in terms of 
nodes visited, for (a) breadth-first search, @) depth-first search, and (c) iterative 
deepening starting at depth 1 and incrementing by 1 on each iteration. For the purposes 
of this problem, you should assume that the.root of the tree is at depth 1. 

2. Logic. (20 points) Let r and A be sets of closed sentences in first-order logic, and let 
rp and be individual closed sentences in first-order logic. State whether each of the 
following statements is true or false. No explanation is necessary. 
- - * 

(a) r Fcp and A ~ * , N A  k(rp~9). 
@) rkcpandAl=*,rnq=(cp'nl,). 
(4 A  )=(FW) if and only ifAU{cp) b+. 
( d ) ~ b q , o r ~ ) - + i f a n d o a l ~ i f ~  (cpvtp). 
(el I f A b c p = d ~ k q , t h e n ~  F(-). 
(0 If A  HZ) for some gmmd tenn s, fhen A 
(g) If A  I= p(z) for every gmund tenn z, then A E Vxdx). 
(h) If A  C =-@(x> - *)I, A *&J(x) A g(x)). 

2 ( i ) i f ~ ~ c p = d ~ ) - ( ~ ) , t h e n ~ ~ - q .  
ti) r r C (-1 a d  A l=(-)tbm r n ~  C(~W)V(W=P). 

3. Automated Reasoning. (21) points) Use the resolution method and the following 
premises to prove the concld~on shown below. 

Conclusion: 
VxJX.(I(x) * 3~ -(&a b) A S(XY s))) 

Note that this is a question about Resolution. You will get zero points (nil, nada, rien, 
zip, nothing) unless you prove it using the standard resolution procedure. 
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4. &yes Nets. (20 pdnh) Consider the f d ~ a w i n ~  Bayesian. 

(a) Write p(G) as a sum of values from the N I  joint distribution for variables A,. . . , 
G. Equivalently, what is the mathematical expression computed in this case by 
the Enumeration-Joint-Ask algorithm described in Russell and Norvig? 

(b) Write p(G) as a nested sum of products of conditional probabilities from the 
tables associated with this Bayes Net. Equivalently, what is the mathematical 
expression computed in this case by the Enumeration-Ask algorithm described in 
Russell and Norvig? 

(c) Assume we are trying to wmputep(G). Fill in the following table to show what 
the variable elimination algorithm will do on this case on the assumption that we 
are eliminating variables in the order B, C, D, F (with B being removed first, not 
last). Note: yow generated factors should be written in the form.g,(X,, . . . , X,) that 
clarifies the variables involved in the factor. . Equivalently, write the factom that 
would be generated in this case by-the Elimination-Ask algorithm described. in. 
Russell and Norvig: 



5. Learning. (20 points) Consider the following training set for a decision-tree learning 
problem. Here, a ,  b, c, d, and e are Boolean features, and x,,  .. . , x6 are samples. 

(a) Draw a decision tree of minimal depth that correctly classifies the examples in 
this dataset. 

(b) How much information is needed to classify an example in this case? (Reminder: 
the amount of information neededto classify an example is -@*log p)-(n*log n), 
where p is the probability of a positive answer and n is the probability of a 
negative answer.) 

(c) How much information is needed to classify an example given that a is l? What 
if a is O? 

(d) So, what is the information gain from attribute a?  What is the information gain 
from d given a?  


